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Even if you're an experienced Autodesk Revit software user, designing an island lair on
time and on budget is a considerable challenge. Minions are highly sensitive to criticism, henchman are
powerful but dim-witted, and the lord and master refuses to take no for an answer. So if you are
challenged by difficult stair configurations, extreme topography challenges, complex massing, dangerous
monorail systems, and more (that's right, even robotic sharks), this class is for you.
Additional Downloads:
•

PDF: http://tinyurl.com/RevitLairPDF

•

iBook http://tinyurl.com/RevitLairiBook

Learning Objectives
At the end of this class, you will be able to:
•

Getting the Most from Complex Massing in Revit

•

Complex Topography Configurations in Revit

•

Advanced Geometry Creation in Revit

•

Large Project Management in Revit

About the Speaker
Phil Read has nearly 20 years experience in Architecture and Engineering including 12 years using and
implementing Autodesk Revit: the world's only fully parametric and integrated tool for the design of
buildings. Phil also writes the Official Autodesk Training Guide for Revit with co-authors Eddy Krygiel and
James Vandezande.
Among other high profile clients and projects, played a lead role in providing training, implementation
and ongoing support for the Architectural, Mechanical and Structural Engineers on the Freedom Tower
World Trade Center Initiative in New York.
Back in startup mode, Phil is one of the driving forces behind M-SIX and VEO™ - a fully integrated,
cloud-based platform for visualization, construction and operations of buildings.
phil.read@m-six.com
twitter.com/philread
www.m-six.com
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Introduction
Building an Island Lair in Revit was one of the most enjoyable design challenges I’ve ever had. Many
afternoons Harrison, Millicent and Jasper would burst into my study after school to see what new design
had been accomplished during their school day. As a result, they actually had a lot of design input and
weren’t at all afraid to look at a family component or design element in progress and tell me that it wasn’t
good enough. I actually went along with quite a few of their suggestions! For example, Harrison
convinced me that angling the saw blades of the Robotic Shark would do a better job and avoid clogging.

Angled Blades to Avoid Clogging
The overall theme for the lair was to make it seem “kind of” evil but not too evil. We wanted an
introduction to VEO™ that would make people excited about navigating the island and be inspired. The
design palette needed to be bright and inviting; a sort of Futurama meets Metropolis. I typically started by
sketching numerous design ideas. It would take a few days but eventually a design direction would began
to take form. When I didn’t know which design direction to take, I would ask myself, “What would Bryan
Sutton do.” At that point I would start modeling in Revit. There were some interesting challenges and
some “oh crap” moments when I got really stuck and I’d hit the Revit wall. But in each instance I’d learn
something and get through the issue. Everything in the project was modeled in Revit.
The island has five distinct areas areas and design elements:
•

Topography

•

On Island Transportation

•

Off Island Transportation

•

Energy Generation

•

Main Lair Building
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Topography
The topography of the island is actually based on a real-world location (with some minor embellishments).
Creating this kind of topography may seem a bit challenging but you just have to break it up into the right
parts and then work on each part at a time.
I started with a large piece of topography below sea level and eventually formed the entire outer surface
of the island. The Site>Subregion tool allowed for different surface materials as sand became grass and
rocky areas. As topographic elevations changed the material regions remained nicely coordinated (link).

Overall Island Lair

Complex Edge Conditions
Creating complex edges for a topographic area is a bit of a challenge. Outer topo points resist doubling
back to create a meandering edge. The way to get around this is to create a larger area than will be
needed and then use the Site>Split Surface tool. Then you can delete the portion of the site that is not
needed.
If you found you’ve deleted too much or want to change the boundary of the site, just edit the site to
enlarge the area and the use the Split Surface tool to cut away what you don’t need. Or create more
topography and then use the Site>Merge Surfaces tool to join them together. Be careful when you Merge
Surfaces if you have any subregions. You’ll want to select the topography with the subregions first, then
the topography to be merged. Otherwise you’ll lose your subregions (link).
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Complex Edge Conditions

Natural Transitions
When there are steep areas and sheer drops, it’s important to transition those areas so they don’t drop off
with a very sharp edge because it doesn’t look natural. Simply add a few more topographic points before
and after the drop to create a more realistic transition. Parallel topographic points are also important. If
you have a lot of topographic points merging up to a few points, the site will triangulate in a very unnatural
way. Parallel topographic points help overcome this condition (link).

Topographic Transitions

Cavern and Entrance
To create a cavern area is really easy. Start by creating the lower shape of the cavern in sort of a bowl
shape. Then duplicate this site and then Paste Aligned>Same Place. This will put a second site directly on
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the first. Edit the interior topographic points of this second site - but not the points around the edge. This
will assure that the edges of the two topographic areas are exactly aligned. When you finish editing this
second surface you’ll find that you’ve created two connected sites. Building sections and section boxes
will display Fill Patterns whenever the topography is cut. If you want to view “inside” this enclosed surface
it’ll have to be a 3D orthographic or perspective view (link).

Stalactites in the Cavern Area
To form stalactites, create a ring of topographic points to create the top of the cone. Then create a few
inner points to start the downward transition. The tip of the cone will be formed by placing a few points at
the lowest level near the centre of the ring of topographic points. Credit to Jasper for suggesting the cave
entrance should resemble a “mouth full of teeth!”

Water
Water was created as one surface and elevation. But I needed to “cut out” areas around the island
topography as well as the upper lake. For the large body of water I used the Split Surface tool to trace
around the edge of the topographic areas then deleted the inner portion. For the upper lake I traced
around the lip of the extinct volcano and then deleted the inner portion. If the boundary of the topography
changed I simply edited the surface of the water and moved the points around the edge to accommodate
the modified topography. At one point, the smaller barrier island changed so much that I simply deleted all
the points of the water surface around the island, so the water essentially “healed” itself. Then I re-split
the surface around the barrier island (link).
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Water Surface via Split Surface Tool

Robotic Sharks
Rather than create individual segments, the sharks body consists of a number of closed loops around a
single axis. Editing a lot of loops during a single sketch mode is much faster than having to edit six
separate segments. Particular care was taken to use a void to taper the edges of the fins by creating an
extrusion in elevation for the fin and then using a void in plan to create the tapered effect. The saw blades
were modeled once in plan and then copy/rotated the additional blades. Credit to Harrison for insisting the
saw blades not point directly to the centre of the opening. He insisted they be offset in order to “churn up”
whatever goes in the mouth as to avoid clogging (link)!

Mechanical Sharks
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Inter-Island Transportation
This is where I really got stuck. I knew I wanted to use a railing to create the structure of the monorail
path in order to automatically place support elements. But getting the railing to make a vertical transition
without a host was a puzzle.

Monorail Track and Structure
Floors can host railings, but creating this kind of slope with a floor would be tedious and difficult to
change. It then occurred to me to use a ramp to define the monorail path. The start and end points could
easily be resolved in plan as well as the start and end elevations. Then it was a simple matter of using the
ramp as the host for the railing. The top of the railing creates the large, square portion of the track.
Underneath this geometry (parallel to the top of the track) is a thinner element, as wide as the track rail.
This is the ramp that hosts the railing. The sketch of the railing is centered on the ramp (link).

Monorail Path and Structure
Underneath the ramp is a large structural support that occurs every 50’ (15m). This is actually a baluster
family. And because of the gap in the topography (directly in front of the lair) not all the track supports
could be perpendicular to the track. Some were angled 45 degrees clockwise or counter clockwise. These
angled balusters were positioned with the railing dialog.

Monorail Stations
The monorail stations are also railings, but with additional geometry for the clam-like shading devices and
monopod cars. These “balusters” contained nested geometry and allowed for the positioning of
alternating clam-like shades. Figuring out the best spacing for the monopods, shades and supports was a
simple matter of editing the railing dialog (link).
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The Monorail Stations
The really great thing about using a railing is that it allows rapid iteration and design exploration. Simply
changing the angle or length of the sketch generates more geometry. You can also create elements that
follow a curved path simply by adding a series of tangent arcs.

MonoPods
The monopods are revolves for the overall form with a void to create the opening for the glazed areas.
Creating another revolve for the glazing that intersects with an inverted copy of the void created the
opening for the cab made certain the two pieces of geometry would accurately intersect (link)

The Monopods
Having steps that could be shown in open or closed positions was another matter. Initial attempts to nest
one door/step configuration an then use an angle parameter to show the door as open or closed was not
successful. After struggling with this for some time I finally decided to create two copies of the doors/step -
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one open and the other closed. A visibility parameter in the family determined whether the open or closed
position was shown.

Off Island Transportation
Both the Space Plane and Submersible are family components that look to be more complex than they
really are. But I had some difficultly attempting to join geometries into a whole element as well as using
voids to carve away geometry.

Space Plane
When geometries only slightly intersect or overlap, Revit may fail when attempting to join geometry. The
resulting “sliver” of geometry is so slight that Revit simply refuses to join them together (link).

Space Plane
In other cases, the geometry overlaps, but the origin of where those two geometries intersect seems to be
the problem. In the case of the space plane, the wings (a blend consisting of two elliptical forms) refused
to join with the engines (a revolve consisting of multiple profiles) - even though there was significant
overlap. Not only did the join fail, geometry would seem to be deleted.
In order to resolve this, it was necessary to move the origin of the axis of the engine away from the end of
the wing - while still allowing significant overlap. Then the geometry was able to successfully join.

Submersible
Only three large geometric extrusions make up the submersible - one in elevation and two in plan. All
three extrusions are joined together. These three solids intersect three void extrusions that selectively cut
the three main solids (link).
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Submersible
One of the lessons learned is that joining complex geometry can increase a family component size. In this
particular case, there are a number of impeller blades in each of the two housings at the front of the
submersible. In order to clean up the connection between the blades (a series of swept blends) and the
housing (a revolve containing two closed loops) I used the join geometry command. But the file size of the
component increased significantly. While the resulting seams between the blades and the housing was
visually correct, I ended up un-joining the geometry. And compliments to Millicent for suggesting the
submersible have “front wheel drive” and appear as being backed into the dock area.

Energy Generation
Creating natural looking, flexible connections between components was a bit of a challenge. Creating this
as a sweep in the family editor didn’t look natural enough and didn’t maintain connections between
components when the moved around. The geometry for the energy cells is very straightforward.
Connecting them was another matter. I tried to create a family component that looked natural but as the
cells spacing changed, the connections weren’t predictable.

Coupling
Sometimes it’s easy to over think a solution in Revit. I tend to rely on system families its easy to start to
think of a building as a collection of parts. This can lead you to creating a lot of family components but it’s
easier to update many elements quickly. Using a system family for flexible ductwork to simulate flexible
hosing and connections allowed predictable change when components moved. Once a few energy cells
and flexible duct connections were modeled they could be copied around and connected together. But
when exceptions were needed - such moving a cell, adjust the sag or lay of the connections - it could be
right in the project environment (link).
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Energy Cells

Main Lair
Modeling the main lair took the most time. Just the size and location alone meant that it was going to be a
main feature of the island. The form had to seem imposing and anthropomorphic - but not too “Death
Star”. And to this day I still struggle with the updated massing tools that were used to design the lair.
While it’s still possible to link and bind an earlier in-place mass for pre-2010 massing functionality and UI I used the opportunity to really dig in to the new massing tools (finally!).

Massing
The overall mass has been created from only a few geometric solids - one for each “arm” and five
spheres (each slightly larger than the next) all centered in the centre of the mass. Using the same
techniques previously discussed, a series of overlapping voids were used to carve away layer by layer in
order to selectively reveal more and more of the underlying form. In addition to these overlapping
masses, another spherical void cut away the centre of the mass, creating a large atrium space that would
eventually be used to create the interior floors.
One tough lesson learned was I should have created the mass as a mass family, rather than creating it inplace. But once I started there was no way to evolve the form in outside of the project environment and
inside the family editor. And since creating the form was more intuitive than rules-based, I wasn’t sure that
I could replicate the mass accurately after such a significant amount of time had been spent modeling the
mass in the project environment (link).
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Massing for the Main Lair

Geometry By Face
After creating the mass I hit another wall. Roofs applied to a face won’t work if the face has disconnected
surfaces. And since the mass was sliced up by a series of intersecting voids - trying to use the Roof by
Face tool failed. Furthermore, Roof by face can’t be used where the face is completely vertical. And
although the mass solids were curved, the extruded voids created many vertical surfaces.
The solution was to use Wall by Face to create the surface of the mass. Walls don’t care if the mass face
has disconnect surfaces - the walls will happily adhere to all of the disconnected surfaces at once. On the
other hand, you can’t create a wall that is completely horizontal. And there were many horizontal
balconies and overhangs.
The solution for these areas was to use the Roof by Face tool (as long the face didn’t consist of
disconnected areas). If the face had disconnected areas, it was easy enough to select the surface as the
work plane and pick the edges of the surface to create the sketch for the roof.
The mass was also used to create Floors by Face, since many levels intersected the mass object. I also
offset the edge of the floor so the floor edge wouldn’t be seen interrupting the smooth exterior surface of
the walls (link).
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Assigning Geometry

Conclusion
Overall, the use of Revit to design an Evil (well - not too evil) Island Lair was successful beyond my
expectations. With a very few minor exceptions, everything just worked. When something didn’t work - my
solution was to step away for a while and let my mind wander a bit. Many times I would simply open my
journal and start sketching another portion of the project in order to take my mind off the present impasse.
A solution eventually presented itself. The results speak for themselves. The Island Lair is our “First Hour
Experience” to introduce Pioneers to VEO™. And in one case a BIM manager from a global structural firm
asked to see VEO just so he could explore the island! I can barely wait to show you around (link)!

Rendering in VEO™
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